Breaking News on the Authenticity of Olive Oils by Means of Molecular Markers
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Abstract

The labelling of food products is essential to inform the consumers about the products that they are buying. The EEC 2081/1992, has defined the relative contribution of specific cultivars for every commercial oil designation. For this reason, the identification of olive genotypes used for the production of Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO) is essential for the final characteristics of designation oils as the Protected Designation of Origin (POD), Registered Designation of Origin (RDO), and Protected Geographical Indication status (PGI).

The aim of this mini-review is to point out the latest innovations on the main issues of the composition and the authentication of EVOOs by means of microsatellites markers. The comparing between the molecular SSR profiles and the same loci present in an online molecular databases, allows establishing the origin olive varieties and the respect for the disciplinary of production (POD, RDO, PGI, etc.). In Italy, some laboratories already work on this certification and by computerizing the molecular profiles obtained from the EVOO, can process an "identity card" that can be inserted into a barcode or QR code or microchips on the labels or bottle caps and it can be consulted by producers, consumers, and controllers via a mobile phone.
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Introduction

Food genomics relies on the hypothesis that remnant DNA in a food matrix can be recovered to serve as an analyte in food authenticity analyses [1]. As recent reviewed this hypothesis has led to the successful development of DNA-based food authenticity tests [2,3].

The labelling of food products is essential to inform the consumers about the products that they are buying. The European Union (EU) harmonised rules on food labelling, presentation and advertising aim to protect consumers and facilitate trade inside and outside Europe.

Recently, an initiative of the European Parliament has identified a number of foods such as olive oil, fish, honey, dairy products and meat as being the target of fraudulent activities. This initiative calls for the development of technologies and methods to detect food fraud [3].

At international level, olive oil quality is regulated by the International Olive Council (IOC) trade standard, Codex Alimentarius at EU level by Regulation (EEC) n° 2568/91, establishing a list of chemical and organoleptic characteristics, as well as methods for their analysis. This list and the methods are regularly updated to reflect scientific progresses. Despite this regulation, detection methods are lacking for certain fraudulent manipulations [4].

Figure 1: Logo suggested for OEVO molecular fingerprinting.
Different olive varieties are associated with different environmental living conditions, and are characterized by different chemical patterns, resulting in different organoleptic properties [5]. Some olive varieties are identified as being of higher quality because they derive from particular ancient olive cultivars and from well-defined geographical areas and generally are legally protected. Indeed, the aims of the Protected Designation of Origin (PDO), the Registered Designation of Origin (RDO) or the Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) status are to add value to certain high-quality products obtained from particulars olive varieties cultivated in a specific geographic area. Therefore, the identification of olive genotypes used for Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO) production is essential for the final characteristics of designation oils (PDO, RDO, IGP, etc.) (Figure 1).

The EEC n° 2081/1992, has defined the relative contribution of specific cultivars for every commercial oil designation. For this reason, it is necessary to develop procedures for cultivar identification, in order to be able to directly demonstrate that the legally mandated cultivar composition has been respected [3].

Although, different types of analysis can be useful to authenticate the EVOOs, conventionally assessed, analysing the content of metabolites such as: fatty acids, triacylglycerol, n-alkanes, volatile compounds and tocopherols [6,7], the characterization of the genetic identity of DNA recoverable from EVOO is the only technique that guarantees the identification of different contributions of olive varieties to the EVOOs mixture, as stated by each Designation Regulation. In addition, the DNA-based technologies are not influenced by environmental conditions and provide an opportunity for direct comparison of different genetic materials reported in the databases. The employment of DNA-based markers in EVOO characterisation offers a number of advantages over biochemically-based markers such as an increased specificity, sensitivity and a reliable performance with highly processed samples [1,8].

Food genomics relies on the hypothesis that remnant DNA in a food matrix can be recovered to serve as an analyte in food authenticity analyses [1,3]. PCR-based techniques are often essential in order to amplify the residual DNA in a food matrix to useful quantities for downstream analyses, but all genotyping platforms can be utilized in food genomics analyses.

Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), inter-simple sequence repeats (ISSR), simple sequence repeats (SSR) or microsatellites, and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) have been proposed to identify olive cultivars and for traceability of VO.O. At present, SSRs are the most relevant genetic markers used in olive cultivar characterization and EVOO authenticity, thanks to their numerous properties. Indeed, SSR markers are multiallelic, codominant, highly polymorphic, widely distributed along the plant genomes and easily amenable to PCR-based analyses. Moreover, they have great reproducibility and currently, they are the most reliable DNA profiling techniques in forensic investigation [9]. However, SSRs are one of the most useful molecular markers in plant breeding and they are widely used for olive cultivar fingerprinting [10-15].

The evidence of authenticity of an oil sample claimed to be obtained from a specific cultivar generally should reside in the match between its microsatellite profile and the one of plants (leaves), reported in reference databases. In this context, to efficiently identify and analyse the unknown commercial virgin olive oils, the development of a database, including information about olive cultivars and olive oils based on genetic data sets, particularly, SSR markers, becomes necessary [3,16].

However, the reliability and reproducibility of the profiles obtained by means of molecular markers appear strictly dependent on the quality of the DNA extracted from oil [3,17]. Therefore, extraction and recovery of DNA from olive oil is a key and hard step in the process, as addressed by different authors [3,17-20]. Among these oil-based studies, there have been efforts to evaluate the degree of similarity between oil DNA and leaf DNA [3,21-23].

In some publications, authors report discrepancies between the results obtained from versus oils, suggesting differences in the quality of the DNA that is extracted [3] and even going so far as to suggest that the commercial monovarietal olive oils might contain 5-10% of oil derived from other cultivars [22]. Finally, several reports claimed a relatively high stability of olive oil DNA during storage [24].

The aim of this mini-review is to point out the latest innovations from the scientific world on the main issues of the composition and the authentication of EVOOs by means of molecular markers.

SSR Database of the Olive Germplasm

Currently, on the basis of estimates from the FAO Olive Germplasm Plant Production and Protection Division, the world olive germplasm contains more than 2,600 different varieties [25], but this data could be underestimated because there is a significant lack of information regarding minor local varieties and ecotypes that are widespread in different olive-growing areas [11,26,27].

To date, exhaustive analyses of olive germplasm cultivated on the main reference collections have been achieved [3]. In this respect, several Mediterranean countries have promoted ex situ olive germplasm collections, including Cordoba (Spain), Marrakech (Morocco), Porquerolles (France), and Cosenza (Italy), which host the majority of olive varieties. These efforts allowed to set up and fill in large molecular databases, which are essential for true-to-type cultivar identification, as well as to analyse genetic diversity for further prospecting and for the introduction of new olive cultivars [10-15].

To identify an unknown EVOO, a reference system becomes necessary. However, few online databases have been developed for olive trees (Olea europaea L.). Such as Italian olive database [28], genetic diversity database [29], OLEA databases [30] and Istrinio olive database [31]. In each database, all SSR molecular profiles of various olive varieties cultivated in their respective
ex-situ collections are reported. In some databases, it is possible to query for cultivars corresponding to a specific data profile or, on the contrary, to search for the variety identity when a profile is available. To date, the number of SSR profiles described in the database is: 489 in Italian olive database [13], 200 in olive genetic diversity database [11], 80 in OLEA databases [26] and 13 in Istrian olive database [32], although many other databases are not open access.

**Recovery of DNA from EVOO**

The first report present on public databases (SCOPUS, Web of knowledge, Pubmed) about the traceability of olive oils by means of molecular markers was Muzzalupo and Perri [33]. Since then many progress has been made, but others are still to be accomplished. In any case very important is the quantity and quality of the residual DNA in the olive oils.

DNA extracted from olive oil can be highly degraded and contaminated with inhibitors of the PCR reaction, which limit the applicability of DNA genetic markers to the traceability of olive oil [3,22,34]. This drawback could be overcome by improving the DNA isolation method and by optimizing the amplification system.

In recent years, many papers dealing with the development of new protocols [17,19,21,35] or the comparison of different methods to find an adequate approach [3,20]. Scollo [20] applied droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) to quantify the DNA recovered from oil by applying different methods. The authors demonstrated that the methods could modify the quantity/quality of recovered DNA and overall reproducibility. The ddPCR is an endpoint PCR [20,36], enabling the quantification of DNA irrespective of the efficiency of the PCR. The efficiency of the PCR can be influenced by the presence of inhibitors whose presence can result in the lack of reproducibility.

Very recently, the purification of extracted DNA by excision of the less degraded fragments from agarose gel and subsequent electro elution has been proposed, [17], whereas another approach proposed to totally by-pass the DNA extraction step by exploiting a DNA polymerase. In the last case, the DNA polymerase (KAPA3G Plant DNA polymerase, Kapa Biosystems, Inc., Boston, MA, USA) was able to tolerate PCR inhibitors applied directly on crude oil [18]. These latest molecular results may be used to mark the origin for the olive oils produced by these varieties. In addition, by contributing to a better understanding of cultivated olive germplasm relationships, molecular results can provide useful information for cultural purposes, aimed to preserve the cultural and historical heritage, represented by ancient olive trees [37]. The need of further working towards the quantification of varietal composition, by taking advantage of the great potential of HRM and qRT-PCR techniques and the most recent omics technologies, remains in the near future [38,39].

**Concluding Remark**

In the olive oil industry, the identification process of EVOO varieties is very interesting with numerous commercial implications. The possibility of providing a market food product with a genetic fingerprint is undoubtedly a benefit, especially if we consider the issue of counterfeit food products around the world. The comparing between the molecular SSR profiles, obtained from the EVOO by using a DNA polymerase able to tolerate PCR inhibitors and the same loci present in an online molecular databases, allows establishing the origin olive varieties and the respect for the disciplinary of production (POD, RDO, PGI, etc.). In Italy, some laboratories already work on this certification and by computerizing the molecular profiles obtained from the EVOO, can process an “identity card” containing the commercial information and the molecular footprint of the oil. This “identity card” can be inserted into a barcode or QR code or microchips on the labels or bottle caps and it can be consulted by a smartphone.

Furthermore, the experimental procedures described in this mini-review are a strategic and advantageously easy tool, available for his fraud repression sector to speed up checks on fraud and food adulteration and therefore improve consumer protection. These results are also in line with the latest rules issued by the European Union and International institutions (eg. Nagoya Protocol) aimed to save the genetic resources and other niche products.
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